
WINTER
Inspiration for finding joy in the

everyday moments of the season.

celebrate



Hello!
 Autumn is really what sparked my love of all things festive. I

had recently started staying home with my two young boys,
after a move to a new state. I didn't have any friends in the
area and my husband was working longer hours at his new
job. I began looking for little things to celebrate and do to fill

our days. I found a passion for holidays, themes, traditions and
seasonal fun that I didn't know I had, and it brought new joy to

motherhood. 
 This guide was born out of that love for all things themed and
seasonal, and my passion for creating traditions and making

memories together as a family. 
I think that there is so much joy that can come from

celebrating and appreciating each and every season. This
practice of celebrating the season has helped me to be more

present, grateful and intentional in my life.  
After looking through this guide I hope you feel inspired. Inspired to
start a few new traditions, or to try a few new activities. Inspired to

slow down and make time for connecting with loved ones and
nature. Inspired to make time for some little magical moments. It is
not a checklist to be completed, and I hope it doesn't feel like more

things to-do. Celebrating AUTUMN is about looking for the things
that YOU love in the season and being intentional about making

the time to do them. 
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I am  not a fan of the cold, but I do love all of
the coziness that Winter can bring. After all the

Christmas festivities wrap up I'm ready to
snuggle in and slow down until Spring, so a lot of

our favorite traditions and activities for Winter
focus around being home and all things cozy!

Of course there are a few little holidays sprinkled
throughout the rest of the season like St.

Valentine's Day and St. Patrick's day that give us
an opportunity to make some fun memories. 

Winter can definitely feel long sometimes, and I
know my body will soon be craving sunshine
and vitamin D, so I lean in hard to all the cozy
fun and celebrations. Pick a couple that y'all
might enjoy and give them a try, some little

celebrations might help cure any Winter blues!
 

WINTERDays to Celebrate  
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There are countless silly "holidays" to celebrate. I picked a few
that might appeal to lots of families. You can go to

www.nationaltoday.com to look for days you might enjoy, Or
search for favorite foods, hobbies, causes or careers that are

special to you, there's a good chance their is a day for it! 

WINTER
Days to Celebrate  

December January

February
1- Ice Cream for BF day

2- Groundhog Day
5- World Nutella Day

9- Pizza Day
12- Superbowl Sunday
14- St. Valentine's Day

20- Muffin Day/President's Day
21- Mardi Gras

March
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1- New Year's Day
2- Random Act of Kindness Day

8- Bubble bath day
18- Winnie the Pooh Day

19- Popcorn Day
28- Blueberry Pancake Day

29- Puzzle Day
31st- Hot Cocoa Day

1- Peanut Butter Lovers Day
13- Napping Day

17- St. Patrick's Day

21- Winter Solstice
25- Christmas

28- Play Cards/Call a friend day
30- Bacon Day



When I think of the best parts of Winter I think of cozy
blankets, hot bevies, lots of read alouds, fires in the
fireplace and usually a little snow here and there. 

 Focusing on the beauty and things I love of the season
helps me to feel more content and present in the current

season, and keeps me from wishing it away. 
What are your favorite things about this time of year?

What brings you joy?
 

We love to create a list of our favorite activities and
traditions that we want to enjoy during the season, as

well as some fun new things to try. Our list helps us to be
more intentional about how we use or "extra time"

throughout the season. 
 

Your list should inspire you to be intentional without
making you feel guilty or overwhelmed. Curate a list of

things that your family would enjoy that would be
manageable given your day to day life. No one can do it
all, so pick what would be most enjoyable and doable for

your family. 

WINTERMemory Making and Connecting
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WINTER
Activity Ideas

Make Homemade Cocoa
Do a Puzzle

Have a Snowball fight
Have a family game night

Make Soup
Build a snowman

Bake Muffins
Build an indoor fort
Go for a winter walk

Make paper snowflakes
Have a winter photo shoot

Feed the birds
Learn a new skill

Have an at home spa day
have a candle lit dinner

Read a winter themed book
Have a Family dance party

 
 
 
 

Go Stargazing
Make a Groundhog's Day

prediction
Go Ice Skating

Have a tech free day
Ring in the New Year
Set a NY Resolution
Print 2022 Photos

Have an at home spa day
have a candle lit dinner

Read a winter themed book
Have a Family dance party

Wear fuzzy socks
Make superbowl snacks

Have a Family dance party
Wear fuzzy socks

Make superbowl snacks
 
 
 
 



WINTER
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Family Traditions
After the holidays wrap up the rest of Winter can often

feel like they drag on. Having some family traditions and
special activities can help the season special until Spring

arrives.

Setting up an indoor picnic
is an easy way to break up
a string of long cold days.
Lay out a blanket and eat
on the floor together. It is

just unexpected enough to
be exciting!  

Have an Indoor Picnic

Have a Book Party
We love to have a book party

after we finish reading a chapter
book. We watch a movie if there

is one, or just have themed
snacks that go with the book. It is
a fun way to discuss our favorite

parts of the book. For younger
crowds you can use a favorite

picture book!



WINTER

Grab a stack of books, bonus points if they are
themed, and add in some fun snacks or hot

cocoa. Spend some time snuggled up reading.
Cinnamon rolls or muffins are perfect for the

morning, or hot cocoa and popcorn in the
afternoon or evening.
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Family Traditions

Have a Read-A-Thon
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WINTER
Bringing the snow inside is the
perfect way to let littles explore

the snow without getting all
bundled up! Bring in a tub of snow
and place it on a couple of towels.
Add cups, spoons, bowls, animal
figurines, or play trucks. My kids

will play until it melts.
 
 
 
 

A coloring party is a simple
activity that is perfect for a
cold day stuck inside. Put
out some snacks, play a
audiobook or music and
gather around to color

together.
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activities
Bring the snow In Coloring Party
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Bundle up and get out to
explore nature in Winter. Look for
signs of the season. To make it
extra special take a long mugs

of hot cocoa.

Winter Walk



We love to ring in the New Year by staying home
and enjoying yummy food in our comfy clothes.
It is a very laid back affair. I serve a variety of our
favorite snacks and decorate with balloons and

banners to make it feel festive and special. 
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NEW YEAR'S EVE
Family Traditions

Pajama Party

Play New Year Bingo
 

Watch  Holiday Inn

There are tons of free printable New Year's
BINGO games on Pinterest. Grab one that you
like and play a wild game of bingo together.
Raise the stakes by getting some fun prizes. 

 

This old Bing Cosby classic is the perfect movie
to snuggle up and watch on New Year's Eve.

Especially if you enjoy old movies!
 

Say goodbye and hello
Spend some time as a family looking back over
the past year and remembering your favorite

memories, as well as setting some intentions for
the year to come.



Go for a hike and count how many heart shaped
rocks you can find.

Go on a Heart Hike
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VALENTINE'S DAY
Activities

Chocolate Playdoh
Love Monster and the Last Chocolate is the perfect

book to pair with some chocolate playdoh.
Read the book and whip up a batch of chocolate

playdoh, like THIS one. The use beads, sequins, buttons
and pom-poms to design fun chocolates and name

them! Last year I grabbed a couple of the cheap
chocolate boxes to add to the fun!

https://www.playdoughtoplato.com/winter-playdough/?epik=dj0yJnU9TGd5Zk5VM3hWeXgyTUtOdDVPanJMdVJPMVE1RlF0VG8mcD0wJm49QnVyYXlvcllqMGdwNlNFNnJGOG5CUSZ0PUFBQUFBR084RHNF#_a5y_p=3168411


In our home St. Valentine's day is more of a family
affair than a romantic holiday. We enjoy a festive
meal together---either a fun breakfast of heart

pancakes or candle lit dinner depending on what
works best with our schedule.

A festive family meal
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VALENTINE'S DAY
Family Traditions

Homemade Valentines

There is someting so sweet about a homemade
Valentine. Spend an evening or afternoon

creating valentines to mail to friends and family.
You can't beat a homemade card and it is the

perfect opportunity to talk about the importance
of telling others how we feel about them.



Legend says that St. Patrick taught the people of
Ireland about the Trinity by using a shamrock to show
that they are three persons in one. Make a shamrock

craft or cookies and discuss the Holy Trinity. 
Make shamrock cookies by making your favorite sugar
cookie recipe, adding green food dye and then rolling
three balls and smashing them down together, then

add a shape and add a small tail.

Learn about the Shamrock & the Trinity
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ST. PATRICK'S DAY
Family Traditions

Enjoy a festive meal or snack
Snack Ideas:
-All green foods snack tray, there are
lots!
-Popcorn with green M&Ms and
gummy snakes, (There is a legend
that St. Patrick drove all the snakes
out of Ireland)
Dinner Ideas:
-Try a traditional Irish meal like
bangers and mash. 
-Have shepherd's pie since St. Patrick
was a shepherd.



WI
our 
NTERjoy list



Host a Favorite Thing Party
Give yourself a festive manicure

Try a new hot drink 
Send a care package

Celebrate Galentine's Day
Buy a new pair of fuzzy socks

Send a hand written note
Learn a New Skill

Read a Winter Themed Book
Make a pot of Soup

Watch a Black & White Movie
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WINTERMamaJoy List Ideas 



WINTERjoy list
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There are some really fun themes to explore through books
this season! Here is a printable list of some of our very

favorites so that you can fill those library holds!
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WINTER
printable book list

The Mitten by Jan Brett
One Winter Night by Claire Freedman

The Wish Tree by Kyo Maclear
Good Morning Snow Plow by Deborah Bruss

If Winter Comes Tell it I'm not Here by Simona Ciraolo
Red Sled by Lita Judge

A Loud Winter's Nap by Katy Hudson
Mice Skating by Annie Silvestro
Winter is Here by Kevin Henkes

Winter Eyes by Douglas Florian (Poems)

 
 

Tea Party in the Woods by Akiko Miyakoshi
A Day so Gray by Marie Lamba and Alea Marley

Sleepover with Beatrice and Bear by Monica Carnesi
The Red Sled by Lita Judge
Brave Irene by William Steg

The Perfect Day by Carin Berger
Flannel Kisses by Linda Crotta Brennan

Dozens of Donuts by Carrie
Sadie and the Snowman by Allen Morgan

Katy and the Big Snow by Virgina Lee Burton
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WINTER
books 
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WINTER
books 



 
New Year's Books

A few of our favorite books about celebrating the whole year!
Squirrel's New Year's Resolution by Pat Miller & Kathi Ember

Adventures with Barefoot Critters by Teagan White
Mrs. Muddle's Holidays by Laura F. Nielson

Bringing the Outside In by Mary McKenna Siddals
Hap-pead All Year by Keith Baker
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WINTERbooks 
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WINTER
books 

EPIPHANY BOOKS
The Last Straw by Fredrick Thury and Vlasta van Kampen

The Story of the Three Wise Kings by Tomie dePaola
 

GROUNDHOG'S DAY BOOKS
Groundhug Day by Anne Marie Pace

Grumpy Groundhog by Maureen Wright & Amanda Haley
Substitute Groundhog by Pat Miller & Kathi Ember



A Fine St. Patrick's Day by Susan Wojciechowski and Tom Curry
O'Sullivan Stew by Hudson Talbot
Fiona's Luck by Teresa Bateman

The Story of St. Patrick's Day by Patricia A Pingry
Patrick Saint of Ireland by Diana Mayo and Joyce Denham

The Luckiest Leprechaun by Justine Korman
Patrick Patron Saint of Ireland by Tomie dePaola

Fiona's Lace by Patricia Polacco
St. Patrick's Day in the Morning by Eve Bunting
That's What Leprechaun's Do by Eve Bunting
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ST. PATRICK'S DAYprintable book list
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ST. PATRICK'S DAYbooks



I Love You so Much Lola Dutch by Kenneth & Sarah Jane Wright
Somebody Loves You Mr. Hatch by Eileen Spinelli

Love Monster and the Last Chocolate by Rachel Bright
The Giant Hug by Sandra Horning

Mirabel's Missing Valentines by Janet Lawler
Saint Valentine by Robert Sabuda

One Zillion Valentines by Frank Modell
The Day it Rained Hearts by Felicia Bond

Hugs from Pearl by Paul Schmid
Happy Valentine's Day Mouse by Laura Numeroff & Felicia Bond
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ST. VALENTINE'S DAY
printable book list
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VALENTINE'S
books 
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KINDNESS
books  

KINDNESS BOOKS
Ordinary Mary's Extraordinary Day

Bring Some Kindness Share Some Light by Apryl Scott
The Sandwich Swap by Queen Raina of Jordan Al Abdullah

Be Kind by Pat Zietlow Miller
The Jelly Donut Difference by Maria Dismondy

The Invisible Boy by Trudy Ludwig
The Doorbell Rang by Pat Hutchins

 
 
 



WINTEReats
festive 

Snowman Pancakes
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Festive snowman pancakes are
perfect for a blustery weekend
morning. Make a batch of your
favorite pancakes, making sure

you make them similar sizes.
Stack three pancakes and then
add a bacon scarf, chocolate

chip or m&ms for buttons, eyes
and a mouth. You can add
other candies such as an

orange M&M or candy corn for
a nose and finally,

marshmallows or whipped
cream for the snow!
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Snow Ice Cream
If you have an abundance of
fresh, undisturbed snow you

have to try snow ice cream. It
can be a special snow day

tradition! 
 

Whisk together 1 C Milk or Heavy
Cream, 1/2 C sugar and 2 tsp

vanilla. Once the sugar is
dissolved you can fold in 8 cups

clean snow. You may need to
add more snow depending on
the consistency of your snow.
Top with sprinkles and enjoy!



WINTER
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festive 

eats

Make a pot of your favorite chicken and noodle soup, but to
make it festive make homemade egg noodles and cut them

into snowflakes using a small snowflake cookie cutter.
I love THIS chicken and noodle recipe from Carlsbad

cravings.
 

Here is a noodle recipe:
2 ½ cups all-purpose flour
½ tsp of salt
2 large eggs, beaten
½ cup milk
1 tablespoon softened butter

 
Roll out dough, cut into shapes 
and let air dry before adding to soup.

 
 
 

Chicken & Snowflakes

https://carlsbadcravings.com/creamy-chicken-noodle-soup-recipe/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=creamy-chicken-noodle-soup-recipe&ck_subscriber_id=1473010757
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National Hug Day is the
perfect day to spread a little

kindness by handing out
chocolate hugs!

WINTER
Deliver Cocoa

Is there anything more Winter than cocoa.
We love to deliver cocoa to friends! Grab

some disposable coffee cups, and make a
batch of your favorite cocoa. Put the cocoa
in a thermos and grab some fun toppings
like marshmallows, whipped cream and

sprinkles. Then make some deliveries and
spread some kindness. It's like a mobile

lemonade stand!

"Hug" a friend

kindness



Hugs for You!
enjoy as needed

Hugs for You!
enjoy as needed

Hugs for You!
enjoy as needed

Hugs for You!
enjoy as needed

Hugs for You!
enjoy as needed

Hugs for You!
enjoy as needed

Hugs for You!
enjoy as needed

Hugs for You!
enjoy as needed



Make a new connection

Send a comfort
care package
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Winter can be very isolating. Make it a point to
extend an invitation to someone you don't

typically reach out to. Invite them to coffee, host a
play date or invite another family over for a meal.
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Send/drop off a package full
of comfort items! 

Some easy items to include:
fuzzy socks

tea
hot cocoa
chocolate

a mug
a blanket

WINTERkindness



Winter has many wonderful feast days, of
course I can't include them all, but I want to

share the days that we enjoy celebrating and
some of our traditions. 

 
Celebrating a Feast day can be as simple
adding a prayer for intercession from the

Saint, or reading about their life. If you want to
do more you can add a meal or treat that is
connected to the Saint. If you are looking for
inspiration for a particular Saint consider a

dish that is traditional to their country of origin
or tied to their patronage. Pinterest can be a
great source of inspiration if you are looking

for a fun way to celebrate the Feast of a
particular Saint. 

 
I've also included the monthly devotion for

each month and a few possible activities that
go along with the devotion.
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WINTERliturgical living 



Feast Days
25- Nativity of the Lord

26- St. Stephen
27- St. John the Apostle

30- The Feast of the Holy Family (Sunday
between Christmas and New Years,

unless they are on Sundays)

- Celebrate Advent and prepare for Christmas
Celebrate the Christmastide

DECEMBER
The Coming of Christ 
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WINTERliturgical living 



Feast Days
1 - Solemnity of Mary

4th- St. Elizabeth Ann Seton 
6th - Epiphany (moved to Sunday Jan. 8th)
9th- Baptism of the Lord (since Epiphany is

moved to Sunday the 8th)
Renew your baptism promises and display

pictures from everyone's baptism.
 

--Study different names of Jesus in scripture
-Pray the Litany of the most Holy Name of Jesus

-Discuss the importance of names and talk about
why/how each family member's name was chosen

JANUARY
The Most Holy Name of Jesus 
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WINTERliturgical living 



EPIPHANY

Does your family enjoy a
little friendly

competition? Coordinate
a little turkey trot around

the block before the
main event of a meal.

Pick a time, map a
course and encourage

everyone to get moving!

Crowning a King for the day is one of our favorite family
traditions for Epiphany. We use a baked good (homemade or

store bought) and hide an infant Jesus in it. (I got our from
Amazon) Who ever recieves the baby Jesus in their pieces is
crowned King for the day. They get to "rule" the house for the

day. In our house that means they get to pick a family activity
and the evening meal.
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Family Traditions

Bless Your Home

Crown a King for the Day



WINTERliturgical living 

Feast Days
2nd- Candlemas
Have a candlelit dinner
8th- Josephine Bakhita
11th- Our Lady of Lordes
14th- St. Valentine
21st- Mardi Gras
22nd- Chair of St. Peter
22nd- Ash Wednesday

— Display a favorite image of the Holy Family.
Consecrate your family to the Holy Family

Pray a rosary as a family.
Go on a family outing together.

—  Add a special family blessing to the end your meal blessing

FEBRUARY
The Holy Family 
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The last few years we have
enjoyed adding a festive flair
to our celebration by adding
feathers and jewels to masks
I found on Amazon. You could

also make paper masks!

Make festive Masks
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MARDI GRAS
Family Traditions

Pancake Dinner & Pancake Races
Mardi Gras, also called Fat Tuesday or Pancake Tuesday, is also
National Pancake Day which makes it the perfect night to serve

brinner! Pancake recipes have many ingredients that were
traditionally fasted from during Lent. The tradition of pancake
races is said to have started in England. We use play pans to

flip leftover pancakes while running across the back yard.

Bury the Alleluia
Traditionally the word Alleluia

is not used during Lent. To
mark the start of the solemn

season make an Alleluia
banner and bury it or hide it

until Easter.



Feast Days

-Attend a Mass at a St. Joseph parish.
-Pray the Litany of St. Joseph or St. Joseph Memorare

Have a special blessing for the Fathers in your life
-Spend sometime building a project out of wood or building

with blocks and discuss how St. Joseph was a carpenter
 

MARCH
St. Joseph 

WINTERliturgical living 

17th- St. Patrick
19th- St. Joseph
Make a St. Joseph Altar, Have St.
Joseph pasta by adding
breadcrumbs aka saw dust on top, or
enjoy Sloppy Joes.
25th- The Annunciation
Enjoy waffles!
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